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AUW-D AUW AUX AUY

Series

Shimadzu´s UniBloc technology and over 80 years of
experience in precision weighing instruments bring analytical
balances to a new level of stability, reliability and response.
AUW-D models are the first five-decimal balances with this
technology.
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-Shimadzu UniBloc Technology-

Reliability

Stability

Response

Shimadzu introduced one piece force cell technology for
precision balances in 1989. The Today´s UniBloc is
created by high-precision electric discharge wire
processing applied to a block of aluminum alloy,
and replaces the conventional electro-magnetic
balance sensor assembly. UniBloc´s compact,
uniform structure ensures stable temperature
characteristics, excellent response time and
stable corner-load performance. The UniBloc
design permits a consistancy of production that
assures reliability and a long operational life.
AUW-D dual range analytical balances are the first
five-decimal balances with the advantages of
UniBloc one-piece force cell technology.

One piece force cell patented in USA in 1989, No.4799561, in China in 1991, No.12729, in Japan in 1995, No.1905686,
first commercially introduced by Shimadzu in 1989 for the precision platform balances EB-K, EB-KW series.
Pan
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Excellent Weighing Performance

Fast Response
Compact UniBloc mechanism and digital processing technology produce fast response and stability at the same time.

Environmental adjustment
Microprocessor digital control can be set to automatically provide the most suitable data processing for the installation
environment and weighing application.
Example of calibration record

Measurement Administration

i

GLP/GMP/ISO9000 Conformance
If an optional printer is connected, data can be printed out with the date and
time. Calibration report can be automatically output, ensuring the measuring
control and traceability required by GLP/GMP/ISO9000. (AUW-D/AUW/AUX
models)
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Automatic Span Calibration
Span calibration is essential for accurate measurement in precision weighing to adjust for the effects of even small
changes in ambient temperature. AUW-D/AUW/AUX models have a built-in motor driven calibration weight to automate
this necessary operation. The balance can be set to take care of the calibration itself, leaving the operator to
concentrate on measurement work.
Room temperature change
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Fully-automatic calibration by temperature detection: PSC

Permissible
sensitivity error

The balance detects variations in the ambient temperature that influence
accuracy and automatically performs calibration to compensate it.
(AUW-D/AUW/AUX models)
This great feature has been provided by Shimadzu since as early as 1985.

Fully-automatic calibration at user pre-set times: Clock-CAL
The balance automatically performs calibration at selected times, up to three
times a day (e.g., before starting work, during lunch-break, or after work).
(AUW-D/AUW models)
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Sensitivity error

a

Sensitivity is always below a maximum
permissible error thanks to PSC.

Room temperature change
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Automatic calibration at user-preset times

Span calibration at any time : Touch-key calibration
Automated calibration can be started by pressing keys. (AUW-D/AUW/AUX
models)
Also, your external calibration weights can be used for span calibration. (All
models)

Application Support
®

DIRECT

Shimadzu’s unique Windows Directs,
handiest data transmission to a computer
Measurement results can be transmitted to Excel or other Windows applications
without any software installation to your computer. All you have to add is one
RS-232C cable.
By combining standard AutoPrint functions with standard spreadsheet functions,
even difficult applications can be easily automated including data collection,
processing and storage.

Specific
Gravity

Specific Gravity Measurement
Installing the optional SMK-401 specific gravity kit transforms the balance into a
dedicated instrument for measuring specific gravity or density. Specific gravity
measurement software is already installed in the Shimadzu balance.

Below-weigh Hook for Hanging Measurement
Measurement which cannot be performed within the weighing chamber is
possible using the hook provided as a standard component.
PCS

Piece Counting and Unit Conversion
In addition to piece counting, the balance can also perform weight
measurement as percentages and in a variety of mass units, such as carat.
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Interval Timer
Data can be automatically output at time intervals set in the range from 1
second to 99 minutes 59 seconds. This function can be also combined with
WindowsDirect. (AUW-D/AUW/AUX models)

＊with optional AKB-301 Application
Keyboard
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User-friendly Features
WIDE

User-friendly Weighing Chamber
The large dimensions of the weighing chamber allow easy measurement of
even tall flasks. Equalization in temperature before measurement is essential in
precision weighing. This is easy with the extra space allowing samples to be
kept inside the chamber.
Weighing work is made easy by the smooth door movement.The doors can be
detached to allow the chamber to be cleaned with ease and it is also possible
to remove,clean or replace the door rail.

Easy Level Adjustment
Level adjustment, particularly important in installing an analytical balance, can
be performed with ease using an easy-to-view level gauge at the front of the
balance and large level screws.

Metal Housing
The aluminum die-cast housing offers lasting high quality exterior, protection of
the core mechanism, and ease of cleaning

/

Backlit Display
Allows use under poor lighting conditions (AUW models)

Pi

Comfortable Key Operation
The embossed key panel sheet provides clear clicking response when
operated. If you choose,the key operations are confirmed with a gentle beeping
sound, too.
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Analog Bar Graph Display
The analog display allows the operator to see at a glance how much more can
be loaded before reaching the weighing capacity.

In-use protective cover
Keeps dirt away from key panel and display.
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Expanding Possibilities with a Wide Range of Accessories (Optional)
Name

Specification

Elactronic Printer EP-50*

Equipped with statistical calculation functions (10 items) and
numeric keypad. Uses standard paper. Impact dot print.

Electronic Printer EP-50WIN*

Equipped with statistical calculation functions (10 items) and
numeric keypad. Uses standard paper. Impact dot print. Can be
used simultaneously with WindowsDirect function.

Electronic Printer EP-60A

Equipped with statistical calculation functions (10 items). Uses
thermal paper.

Specific Gravity Measurement Kit SMK-401

This kit makes it possible to determine specific gravity or density of
solids with the highly precise immersion method.
Samples with weights up to the weight capacity of the balance can
be measured.

RS-232C Cable

Required to connect to a PC.

Application Keyboard AKB-301

Enables unit weight settings for piece counting, unit weight display,
recalculation of piece with new unit weight, taring and output of
currently displayed value. Other numerical settings can also be
performed more efficiently.
For hands-free tare command (key connector)

Foot switch FSB-102PK
Foot switch FSB-102TK

For hands-free print command (key connector)
* Not available in EU.

EP-50

EP-60A

SMK-401

AKB-301

Consumables and Replacements
Name

Specification

In-use Protective Cover (standard accessory)

Cover for display (1 cover provided as standard accessory;
5 covers in a set)

Standard Paper for EP-50/EP-50WIN*
Dust-free Paper for EP-50/EP-50WIN*

5 rolls per box

Ribbon Cassette for EP-50/EP-50WIN*
Thermal Paper for EP-60A

5 rolls per box
5 per set
10 rolls per box

* Not available in EU.
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SHIMADZU CORPORATION. International Marketing Division

SHIMADZU DO BRASIL COMERCIO LTDA.

3. Kanda-Nishikicho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8448, Japan Phone: 81(3)3219-5641 Fax. 81(3)3219-5710

Rua Cenno Sbrighi 25-Agua Branca-Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil-CEP 05036-010
Phone: (55)11-3611-1688 Fax. (55)11-3611-2209

SHIMADZU SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, INC.
7102 Riverwood Drive, Columbia, Maryland 21046, U.S.A.
Phone: 1(410)381-1227 Fax. 1(410)381-1222 Toll Free: 1(800)477-1227

SHIMADZU DEUTSCHLAND GmbH
Albert-Hahn-Strasse 6-10, D-47269 Duisburg, F.R. Germany Phone: 49(203)7687-0 Fax. 49(203)766625

SHIMADZU (ASIA PACIFIC) PTE LTD.
16 Science Park Drive #01-01 Singapore Science Park, Singapore 118227, Republic of Singapore
Phone: 65-6778-6280 Fax. 65-6779-2935

SHIMADZU SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (OCEANIA) PTY. LTD.
Units F, 10-16 South Street Rydalmere N.S.W. 2116, Australia
Phone: 61(2)9684-4200 Fax. 61(2)9684-4055

SHIMADZU (HONG KONG) LIMITED
Suite 1028 Ocean Center, Harbour City, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon HONG KONG
Phone: (852)2375-4979 Fax. (852)2199-7438

Overseas Offices
Istanbul, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenyang, Chengdu, Moscow

